Business Human Rights
in Pakistan

Section I
Types of Human Rights Coursework in
Pakistan

LUMS

Human Rights Law
The course on Human Rights Law and Policy at LUMS is offered once a year to students at the
law school, and is a core part of their curriculum.
It aims to introduce students to Human Rights as a regime, method of practice and strategy, and
as an intellectual sub-discipline of law. Further, the course is intended to train students as
practitioners versed in the doctrine, practice, and skills of human rights advocacy, sensitive to
the fact that the content of what is considered human rights is evolving and tied to emerging
social movements.
Business Law
Although the Business School does not teach a course on Business Human Rights, it offers a
course on Business Law, which touches upon topics such as Employment, Immigration and
labor laws, liability, and Ethics in Business Decision Making.
This course is also a core requirement for all Business School Students.

Punjab University

The 3 year LLB Program offered at Punjab University does not offer any
courses, optional or otherwise, on Human Rights or Business Law.
The course outline for the Program is as follows:

University of London International
Programs
Module Name: International Protection of Human Rights
This is offered as an optional module to students doing the 3 year LLB Program. It is also offered as a
an Individual Module, but this does not count towards the requirements of an LLB.
●
●
●

●

The first part of this module aims to impart an understanding of the context in which
international human rights laws operate and to understand that their nature is not uncontested.
It then scrutinises the manner in which rights are protected and the institutions and machinery
that have been established at the United Nations level to that end.
The next part of the module aims to examine the regional machinery which exists for the
protection of rights in Europe, Africa and the Americas.
The final part of the module examines a number of key issues and rights, such as the rights of
women and children, the right to religion and freedom from torture.

University of London International
Programs

Law of Tort

The University of London program includes (as one of its core
modules), the Law of Tort.
The module builds on the duty of care concept to develop your
knowledge and understanding of principles of liability governing
pure economic loss, psychiatric harm and liability of public
authorities.
It also explores those torts aimed at the safe and quiet enjoyment of
land and protection of reputation.

University of London: Other
relevant courses
Furthermore, within the ambit of Business Human Rights, the London International
Program also offers an optional courses such as ‘Commercial law’, ‘Company Law’ and
‘Labour Law in a Global Context’.
The latter course covers the principles of labour rights in the UK, EU and Commonwealth,
while Company law and Commercial Law modules covery an array of topics pertinent to
the functions of a company, the relations between the company and its members and
among the members inter se; Management of the company; Directors’ duties; and the
protection of minority shareholders.

Section II
Capacity to teach BHR in Pakistan

1. Creating the course
Unfortunately,, there is no clear academic home for “business and human rights” in the
university curriculum in Pakistan. At law schools, it largely overlaps traditional
international and corporate law classes, while at business schools, it is often viewed as
a module within an ethics or sustainability track.

2. Structuring the course
Selecting topics is a challenge for teaching such a broad-ranging subject. A course may
be designed to help a business manager take account of Human Rights, or to help a
lawyer understand how a vulnerable population is affected. The question remains - Is
there a core business and human rights curriculum?

3.Identifying materials
The pool of teaching materials is expanding, but the definitive business and human
rights textbook has yet to be written, even internationally. While assembling and
reassembling one’s syllabus with such a rapidly evolving discipline is common, creating
a shared language is a key challenge for practitioners and teachers alike.
4. Core curriculum for law programs in Pakistan.
The curriculum for Law Programs in Pakistan is set by the National Curriculum Review
Committee (NCRC) in collaboration with the HEC and members of the PBC. Their
recommendations are then forwarded to the universities for adoption of the proposed
curriculum and its implementation. Unfortunately, this curriculum does not contain
any coursework on Business Human Rights Law, and law schools in Pakistan cannot
deviate from the preassigned curriculum.

Section III
Student perceptions on the
applicability of BHR to their lives in
Pakistan

● Issues of interest revolve mainly around hard law, especially on how companies
violate BHR in the Pakistani context, as well as a bit of soft law revolving around
the guiding principles.
● There is also a significant interest in local cases such as the Baldia fire, which was a
factory fire in 2012 that claimed the lives of over 258 factory workers.
● Activities to help students engage with the practical legal world during their degree
can prove especially beneficial to help hone this interest. This includes
encouraging moot discussions, preparing briefs, and simulation exercises. It could
also take the shape of a course, similar to the courses on Moot Court and Legal Aid
Clinics that are offered at LUMS.

Curriculum Development
Professor Kayani has undertaken a review of his Law of Tort curriculum at LUMS and makes the following
observations:
The law of Tort allows private law civil remedies for those who suffer harm and seek compensation for this.
While the Constitution of Pakistan and other legal instruments guarantee a number of rights to citizens, there
lacks a cohesive and stringent enforcement of tortious claims.
Article 212 of the Constitution requires the government establish administrative tribunals to provide remedy
for tort claims against governmental action. However, the National Assembly has not yet established
tribunals to this effect.
Furthermore, governmental departments and officials also granted immunity for tortious claims under the
‘good faith’ immunity clauses. The only recourse available to citizens is under the Art.199 jurisdiction.
However, any orders passed with regards to administrative action in the courts will be of a directive nature
and will therefore lack the monetary compensation in the form of damages which are guaranteed through the
law of tort in other common law jurisdictions.

For instance, in neighbouring India, Article 300 of the Constitution of India 1949
provides recourse for suing governmental entities. However, the judiciary in India has
also been reluctant in suing the state in line with the doctrine of ‘sovereign immunity’.
In terms of protection under the Pakistan Penal Code of 1860, the act covers criminal
acts such as forced labour, slavery, criminal trespass, public nuisance and safety; it
cannot provide remedy to those seeking damages under civil suits.
The Consumer Protection laws in Pakistan are a step in the right direction. However,
while consumer courts are operational in Punjab, Sindh has yet to establish a consumer
court. Such omissions cause a significant delay in the provision of justice to affected
consumers and effectively nullify the effect of the legislation.

Section IV
Institutional challenges

STATE OBLIGATIONS UNDER THE UNGPs

Source: 'Recognising the Impact of Business on Human Rights in Pakistan' Democracy
Reporting International Briefing Paper 75 (2016)

BUSINESS ENTERPRISES AND THEIR RESPONSIBILITIES UNDER THE UNGPs

KEY HUMAN RIGHTS ISSUES IN PAKISTAN’S BUSINESS SECTOR:

Source: 'Recognising the Impact of Business on Human Rights in Pakistan' Democracy
Reporting International Briefing Paper 75 (2016)

Source: 'Recognising the Impact of Business on Human Rights in Pakistan' Democracy
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International Conventions
Pakistan has ratified 36 International Labour Conventions, including all eight fundamental Conventions. Due to the
transition of power after devolution, Pakistan has not ratified any new Conventions since 2010, although it has maintained
its reporting obligations under the ILO Conventions. A number of other international Conventions relating to human rights
and labour standards have been ratified by Pakistan. These include the ICCPR, ICESCR, CRC, CEDAW, CAT, and CERD.
These international instruments provide the framework for the protection of human rights and the promotion of decent
work in Pakistan.
The Eight fundamental ILO conventions that are currently in force include:
C029 - Forced Labour Convention, 1930 (No. 29)
C087 - Freedom of Association and Protection of the Right to Organise Convention, 1948 (No. 87)
C098 - Right to Organise and Collective Bargaining Convention, 1949 (No. 98)
C100 - Equal Remuneration Convention, 1951 (No. 100)
C105 - Abolition of Forced Labour Convention, 1957 (No. 105)
C111 - Discrimination (Employment and Occupation) Convention, 1958 (No. 111)
C138 - Minimum Age Convention, 1973 (No. 138)Minimum age specified: 14 years
C182 - Worst Forms of Child Labour Convention, 1999 (No. 182)

Regional and bilateral trade agreements
Pakistan is party to several regional and bilateral trade agreements, including Preferential Trade
Agreements with Iran (2004), Mauritius (2007), and Indonesia (2012). It is also party to the Agreement
on the South Asian Free Trade Area (2004), and has signed Free Trade Agreements (FTA) with China
(2006) and Sri Lanka (2002).
Additionally, Pakistan has an agreement with Afghanistan on Transit Trade (2010) and an agreement to
strengthen economic partnership with Malaysia. Most regional and bilateral trade agreements do not
impose conditions on labour standards. The strongest language is found in the Preamble of the FTA
between Pakistan and China (2006) which, while silent on labour conditions, recognises that the
Agreement should be “implemented with a view toward raising the standard of living, creating new job
opportunities, and promoting sustainable development in a manner consistent with environmental
protection and conservation; and Committed to promoting the public welfare within each of their
countries”.

Industry

In the industrial sector, the lack of protection for labourers can be linked to weak legislation and implementation
measures. Similarly, a number of loopholes exist in the existing rules and regulations. However, we are hopeful that the
current government is focusing on smaller enterprises and social empowerment of smaller cities in the Punjab
province.
Textile Industry:
The textile industry in Pakistan,being one of the largest export sectors, the industry also employs millions of workers.
However, due to a lack of labour standard implementation, the employers are at an advantage. the abuse of human
rights in the garment industry, both globally and within Pakistan needs to be highlighted here. The said breaches
include:
●
●
●
●

no minimum wage,
forced labour (overtime),
unsafe working conditions,
and the suppression of labour unions and bodies.

This system needs to be remedied by amending the legislation to be in line with international standards as set out by
the International Labour Organization.

Labour Regulation
A combination of lack of job security that make it easier to dismiss and control workers, poor government labor inspection and
enforcement, and aggressive tactics against independent unions, make it difficult for workers to assert their rights.
Lack of accountability for poor working conditions in factories is at the center of troubled industrial relations in Pakistan. Violations of
workers’ rights are a problem in nearly all these factories and include practices contrary to both Pakistani law and codes of conduct that
Western retailers insist, often in production contracts, that their suppliers follow.
18th Amendment:
Since 2010 and the adoption of the Eighteenth Constitutional Amendment, the areas of labour regulation, minimum wage setting and
enforcement, and industrial relations have been devolved to provincial governments.
The responsibility of coordinating labour legislation and reporting on compliance with international labour standards remain with the
federal government. However, the decentralisation of powers has created challenges, particularly in terms of legislation, coordination
and reporting. The process of labour law regulation has been uneven and uncoordinated across the country. Some provinces lagged
behind others in enacting provincial laws and implementation. As of May 2017, except for Balochistan, all provinces have enacted
provincial industrial relations and wages legislation, including laws governing trade union registration, minimum wage setting, payment
of wages and employment conditions. Pakistan does not currently have a coherent wage policy at the national level.

Punjab labour Courts and Industrial Relations
Act (2010)

The Punjab Labour Courts were established under the Punjab Industrial Relations Act (2010) and adjudicate on a number of industrial
disputes arising from an infringement of constitutional rights. Prior to the 18th amendment ‘Labour’ was recognized as a concurrent right
under the constitution of Pakistan and was therefore the responsibility of both the provincial and federal governments. Consequently, the
provincial government could refer matters to the Labour courts in Punjab, however, considering the power accorded to the courts in
equated with that of a civil court, any decision may be appealed in the High Court and the High Court could reverse the decision or alter
the award as a result of the appeal. Following the 18th amendment and devolution of powers, matters relating to labour/industrial disputes
and trade unions fall within the domain of provincial legislatures.
Therefore, the Industrial Relations Act of 2012 (enacted to cover the same subjects) has been subject to a number of challenges from the
Provincial governments in the past. Labour laws and the protection of employees in the industrial sector has received little attention from
the courts and legislatures. In the Baldia Factory Fire case from 2015, it was highlighted how Pakistan has failed to ratify ILO
conventions relating to occupational health and safety of workers, protection against radiation and a pollution-free environment.
In the context of Business Human Rights (BHR), compliance with ILO conventions is crucial to the realization of human rights needs to
be ratified by Pakistan and subsequently enforced through domestic standards and courts.
Additionally, a comparative review of legislation from the region would allow us to identify the means by which Business Human Rights
can be further realized in relation to the industrial sector in Pakistan.

Consumer Protection Laws & Courts
The legislation in place (Sales of Goods Act 1930, as amended in 1994) has seen very little reform since its enactment in Pakistan in 1951
through the Federal Law (Revision and Declaration) Act 1951. Keeping in mind the evolution experienced by consumer law over the
decades and with the advent of e-commerce, the current Act falls short on a number of fronts.
Specifically in relation to BHR, the act needs significant reform to include data protection and privacy measures for consumers buying
goods online. Further rules governing the return and exchange of products need to be revised to give consumers better recourse in the
case of faulty goods. These rules needs to be practiced in local courts to establish a set practice for these protections for consumers.
Consumer Courts:
A number of legislative enactments and legislative bodies pertain to Consumer protection, namely the Consumer Protection Council,
Consumer Courts, the Punjab Consumer Protection Act of 2005 and the Consumer Protection Rules of 2009. The Punjab Consumer
Protection Act, though comprehensive in nature, comprising nine parts, places the burden of paying for product testing for submission to
the Consumer Court. While the Consumer courts can provide adequate relief to the aggrieved consumer, there are no substantial checks
and procedures in place to prevent the service provider from infringing upon consumers’ safety. Similarly, the 2009 Consumer Protection
Rules requires the complaint to be initiated by an affected consumer prior to the authority making an inquiry into the product. The
meeting participants agreed that while there is a basic structure in place for the protection of consumers, there is
1) a lack of coherence in the laws and regulations for consumer protection and
2) a serious lack of awareness of the consumer protections available to citizens in Pakistan and the working of the consumer courts.

Corruption
Both the industrial and business sector highlight that Corrupt
practices are a hindrance in not only setting up businesses but also
in terms of attracting foreign direct investment. Furthermore, the
slow-paced litigation is also a deterrent to businessmen in the
country. These financial off-sets and corrupt practices also impede
the implementation of best-practices, due diligence and compliance
procedures that need to be followed by businesses in order to
protect human rights of employees and those impacted by their
business/industrial activities.

Section V
Success stories and lessons learned
from launches

Meetings and Activities at Nadira Hassan Law Department,
Kinnaird College for Women, Lahore

Session on Business and Human Rights:
The session was conducted by Professor Sikander Shah and Professor Uzair Kayani and attended by a large number of law students and
faculty from the Nadira Hassan Law School at Kinnaird College for Women, Lahore.
Professor Shah spoke about human rights and their interaction with businesses. He discussed how human rights are negatively impacted
by certain practices and how and what businesses can do to protect human rights. Professor Shah then discussed international conventions,
including the UN Guiding Principles and Sustainable Development goals. Professor Kayani gave an overview of the BHR program. He
then spoke about local businesses in Pakistan and their actions which cause human rights infringements. Professors Shah and Kayani
explained to the students how this program on BHR takes a novel approach and aims to address the various challenges and problems by
engaging academics, legal fraternity and the civil society by holding businesses and government branches accountable.
Meeting held with Ms. Ayesha Jawad, Head of Department, Nadira Hassan Law Department, Kinnaird College for Women
This discussion was held to provide Ms. Ayesha Hassan with a detailed overview of Business and Human Rights and how it may be
incorporated into the curriculum at the Law School. We proposed the establishment of a cohort of Lahore based faculty members who are
interested in engaging in Business and human rights. The aim is to take this initiative forward and eventually engage the Punjab Judicial
Academy, the Punjab Bar Council and finally the Higher Education Commission (HEC) to develop both, a formal curriculum and ligation
training programs and Guidelines for Business and Human Rights.

LLM Thesis review session held at Nadira Hassan Law
Department, Kinnaird College for Women
During this session, Professor Shah reviewed a number of LL.M theses. A
number of these theses submitted by students focused on competition law,
business law and aspects of human rights. Professor Shah also provided valuable
feedback to students in this context. He referred to the previous event held on
Business Human Rights at Kinnaird and encouraged the students to focus more
on Business Human Rights. To this end, he shared a number of resources and
guides, including those shared by the ABA ROLI team.

Section VI
Needs from the BHR community

Opportunities
Connecting teachers: A regional online forum to help connect academics, share
syllabi, and plan and publish materials can go a long way to connect teachers.
Promoting new courses: In line with our approach towards curriculum reform
and restructuring,with strong student demand and greater attention in emerging
markets, there is an opportunity to develop new courses at universities and law
schools worldwide.
Mainstreaming the subject: There is a rising opportunity to include business
human rights into traditional academic disciplines by working to integrate corporate
responsibility topics into university curricula, and engaging professional networks,
such as global bar associations; and academic associations for law, business and other
faculty.

Capacity building

We propose the introduction of short courses for the advancement of human
rights, gender equality, labour protection laws and a general approach
towards democratic advancement. These should aim to do the following:
● Encourage the development of skills and application of policies in

Business Human Rights.
● To sensitize the participants to their particular role in the advancement
of a human rights culture;
● To build partnerships and networking among the participants and their
groups; and
● To facilitate planning and strategy development to translate the
participants’ learning into practice.

Research and Advocacy Program

The Research and Advocacy Program should focus on research on the following thematic
issues:

●
●
●
●
●
●

International Conventions covering Human Rights,
Labour laws
Human Rights
Consumer Protection
Access to Justice
Gender Equality

Such activities will serve as a Partnership Point for graduates, civil society organizations and
state institutions working for human rights education.

